MAGICAL MAKEOVERS
CHANGES THAT REALLY COUNT

REFRESH YOUR STYLE!
VISPRING.COM
Creator of the modern clay mattress since 1904. Handcrafting the world's finest certified 100% natural mattresses. HRH Queen's Award of Excellence 2012. No boundaries in what we can make. Visit us at vispring.com or call 800.611.1199.

SITE SPOTLIGHT
DISCOVER WHAT'S ONLINE

BRIZO.COM
Opulent, Poised, Poetic. Artful indulgence. Charlotte infuses clean lines with classical elegance, bridging the gap between traditional and modern design. It's the first faucet available in our new Cocoa Bronze finish. For more, visit brizo.com.

DESIGNLUSH.COM
Sophisticated, contemporary, custom-made artisanal furniture and lighting, as well as design services. Twisted X side tables for indoor or outdoor fun by Philip Michael Wolfson from the exclusive Modern Masters Collection. Tables come in black glass powder coat with rose-gold mirror. Visit designlush.com or call 212.532.8480.

SEAISLAND.COM
Feast your eyes on one of the world's best-kept secrets: Sea Island, loaded with action-packed memory makers. Everywhere you turn, there's something else waiting to happen on the island, leaving you to wonder whether or not you're willing to share this special place with anyone other than family. Welcome to our family. Visit seaisland.com today.